Worldwide Hunting booking agent Kevin Koeshall, does an extremely professional job in
setting up and managing the details of the hunt and as importantly the animals taken. This
was my first trip to Africa and I honestly felt by the information provided that I had been
there several times. Everything about the experience was perfectly described and Kevin had
me ideally prepared with the “what to bring to camp list” , and what would happen right from
the airport pick-up, the rifle importation, to the hunting experience, the time in camp, and the
return. It is nice to go on a hunt with no surprises when it came to cost, personnel, location,
game availability and quality, hunting set-up, food, lodging, or accommodations. And one
should not underestimate the value of knowing your trophies will be well prepared, cared for,
and imported by the experienced oversight of Kevin himself, a master taxidermist.
At Sediba Nkwe, I was very impressed by how plentiful the game was, what excellent
condition the animals were in, and the trophy quality seen in all the species. I had
opportunities to take every animal I was interested in. I was also extremely impressed with
the PH Danie Krige. He is exactly what a PH should be; extremely knowledgeable,
respectful of the client, and extremely accommodating. Equally impressive was the effort
and extremely accommodating nature of the concession owner Vossie Forster. Due to a
shortened schedule and a full moon we had a challenge with a particular animal and I have
never seen an outfitter work so hard and take it so personally in the pursuit of this particular
trophy. We did take that beautiful trophy animal on the last day of the hunt.
I would be remiss if I didn’t mention the quality of the staff. One of the trackers, Rodney, was an
outstanding tracker and individual. The skill levels and attitudes of the game spotter, the field
assistance, and skinners was excellent throughout the staff. I was extremely impressed at how
attentive, respectful, and focused on success each of these individuals were. Along with that the
camp staff and the lodge master who ran a first rate lodge, and the meals were gourmet.
I had dreamed of hunting in Africa for many years and this exceeded all my expectations
relative to the transaction, the animals, the accommodations, the sights and sounds of the
African experience, the people, and the personnel. I came home with a lifetime of memories,
harvested some real trophies, and as often said I arrived as a client and left as a friend. On
the plane ride home I was already planning my return hunt through Kevin and with Vossie
and Danie and Sediba Nkwe and look forward to a time when my family can join me as well.
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